Planned Monitoring and Maintenance of your
MeshDynamics Mesh Networking Equipment
The MD4000 mesh WiFi products are designed to be installed in outdoor environments and left unattended for
extended periods of time. By doing periodic maintenance, the number of equipment service calls can be greatly
reduced.
Installation
Outside of the normal installation procedure found in the Installation Manual
(http://www.meshdynamics.com/documents/MD4000_HWMANUAL.pdf), there is one important factor in the
stability of an outdoor network. Water in the antenna connections or inside the enclosure can reduce or
completely disrupt communications.
The MD4000 uses a NEMA 67 enclosure that is weather-tight when properly sealed. Water can get inside the
enclosure when proper sealing of the connectors is not used. For the two Ethernet ports, it is necessary to use
the two weatherproof-sealed cable connectors or connector cap at all times. If they are not used, water can
enter the enclosure and cause short circuits.
Small amounts of water inside the antenna connectors can also significantly reduce signal integrity.
MeshDynamics strongly recommends using a self-healing weatherproofing tape such as 3M Mastic Tape
(http://www.l-com.com/item.aspx?id=21965&cmp=ALSOS).
Hardware
The MD4000 will often be installed in inconvenient locations such as the tops of communications towers and
monopoles. The best way to assure hardware integrity is to periodically check and reseal the antenna and
Ethernet connections. A good guideline for scheduling these activities is at the end of Summer, and the end of
Winter. This will assure that all connections are sealed, and possible damage is detected when going into, or
coming out of the seasons of extreme weather. If the MD4000 is installed in an especially harsh location, it may
be necessary to monitor these connections more frequently.
The enclosure should never be opened as a part of normal maintenance procedures.
Antenna Connections
Antenna connections should be left alone as long as the weatherproofing tape is not cut or broken. If the
integrity of the tape has been compromised, the antenna connections should be undone and blown out with
compressed air to remove any moisture. Once the antennas are reconnected, new weatherproofing tape should
be applied.
Ethernet Connections
The Ethernet connections should also be undone and the bulkhead connections should be inspected for moisture.
If any moisture is seen, the connectors should be blown out with compressed air. If there appears to be rust on
the connector leads, the weatherproof connector and RJ45 connector should be replaced.
Antenna Orientation
Antenna orientation can greatly affect the signal strength and connection integrity between nodes. There are
many factors that can alter antenna orientation, such as birds, wind, and cable strain. When checking the
connections on the node or if there are problems detected via the NMS regarding link quality, the orientation of
the antennas should be checked and re-aligned if necessary.
Monitoring Link Status
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Check the "Heartbeat tab" at the bottom of the Network Viewer screen to view the status of the links between
the mesh nodes. Connectivity and signal strength in both directions should be checked.
To log the node status into a file, follow the below procedure:
-

go to "NetworkViewer9.0 --> Library --> AlertScripts" folder in the Meshdynamics software

-

copy the "MDNodeLogger.rb" file into the "NetworkViewer9.0 --> AlertScripts" folder.

Since the size (in Mb) of the logs will continue to grow with each Heartbeat that is logged, it may be necessary to
restart the logs periodically (copy the old logs into a storage file, then delete the logs from the NMS software and
start the logs over).
If it is found that the signal strengths of individual links between nodes have changed, the first thing that should
be checked is that the transmit power of each radio involved in the link. The transmit power is checked under
the “Interface Setting tab” on the nodes’ Configuration windows.
If the transmit power has not been modified, the likely source of the change in signal strength will be hardware
based. Please see the procedures for sealing antenna connections and orienting antennas.
Monitoring Heartbeat Counts
These can be seen for each node under the “Properties tab” on the left side of the Network Viewer screen. If it is
seen that the Heartbeat Count for any particular node has reset, it means that the node has rebooted. Reboots
of individual nodes are usually caused by a power anomaly. If consistent rebooting of a node is seen, it will be
necessary to troubleshoot all of the components in the power system (cables, POE adapter, outlet). After this is
done, the log can then be monitored to verify the up time of the node.
Contact MeshDynamics TechSupport
All TechSupport emails are monitored by management.
When appropriate, please send your email marked “Urgent” to TechSupport@MeshDynamics.com.
An application engineer will respond within 24 hours.
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For this particular node, the downlink radio card (indicated as “wlan0”) was
intentionally replaced with a damaged card.
It can be seen on the last page of this boot-up process that the node is seeing wlan0
as an “unknown interface: No such device” (this is marked by the red square).
This message will be displayed whenever a particular card is damaged or dislodged.
A node will just continually reboot should either of these happen. Replace the radio
card, and check the boot-up process again in the same manner.
When it is unknown what the problem may be with a mesh node, please copy and
email the boot-up serial output. (see pages that follow).

Visually inspect the node.
-Are Ethernet ports corroded?
-Are antenna ports corroded?
Take lid off and see if anything looks out-of-the ordinary.
-Internal corrosion?
-Radio cards dislodged?
Plug serial ribbon cable into COM2 port.

Plug ribbon cable into
port labeled “COM2”

D20 LED

The following pages show the output of the boot-up process. Towards the end of the
output, it shows a problem with the wlan0 radio card.
Whenever there is a problem with a radio card, the output will state:

x
Replace the suspect radio card, and reboot the node
Monitor the output once again to see if any errors appear.
See if the node comes up on the NMS.

If there are no errors on the output, and the node is not showing up on the NMS,
look at the LED on the motherboard marked “D20”. If this is blinking once per
second after boot up, this means that the node thinks it’s a relay node. This may be
the result of a bad enclosure-to-motherboard Ethernet cable. Bypass this cable by
plugging the CAT5 cable from the POE directly into the motherboard.

If the D20 LED is still blinking once per second after boot up, the means that the
Ethernet port on the motherboard is bad. A new motherboard is needed. Contact
MeshDynamics for an RMA number.

Else, if the node still does not boot, and there are known-good radio cards installed,
the motherboard may be bad. MeshDynamics can send you a re-flash utility and
instructions on re-flashing the node at your location. If that does not work, a new
board is needed. Contact MeshDynamics for an RMA Number.
MeshDynamics will re-flash using the node’s existing MAC ID (rather than using a
new MAC ID). This can be gotten from the sticker on the node’s enclosure.
[Our manufacturing database keeps track based on serial numbers and MAC IDs].
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Step 1)

Once the lid is removed, disconnect the uplink and downlink radio cards from their slots. To disconnect the cards,
remove the clips (Fig.1) from the edge of the cards using thumbnails ..pulling the clips away from the card (Fig.2).
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After the radio card is free from the clips, it must be pulled from the slot at an angle as seen below (Fig.3). After
each radio card is removed from the slot, be sure the pigtail remains connected and set the cards next to the node
(Fig.4). Avoid putting strain on the pigtail where it connects to the radio card.
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Step 2)

Fig.4
Remove the fan connector from the upper-left corner of the motherboard.
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Step 3)

Unscrew the motherboard from the node. The motherboard is connected by four screws as seen below (Fig.6).

Fig.6

Step 4)

Fig.7

Pull the motherboard up leaving the Ethernet cables connected (Fig.7).

Step 5)
A black radio card will be on the underside of the
motherboard. This radio card should be pushed all
the way into the slot. If necessary, remove the
card all the way from the slot (as done with the
top two radio cards), then shove firmly back into
the slot. The card will need to be pushed back
into the slot at an angle, then pushed towards the
motherboard so that the clips will “grab” and hold
the card into place. Be sure the clips on the radio
card have a secure grip. The clips should
Be half-way overlapping the gold
patches on the radio card
as seen in Fig.10.

Fig.9
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Fig.8

BAD
Clip is off of gold
tab on radio card.
This may cause the
node not to boot up.

GOOD
Clip slightly covers
gold tab on radio card.
The clips should snap
into place if cards are
inserted into slot and
pushed down towards
motherboard properly

Step 6)

Bring the motherboard back to its original position and screw back into place.

Fig.11

Step 7)

Reconnect the fan connector (Fig.12). This should snap into place.
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Step 8)

Replace the uplink and downlink radio cards. ***This should be done in the same manner the cards are removed
from the slots. Insert the card firmly into the slot at an angle to the motherboard (Fig.13), then push the card
towards the motherboard allowing the clips to “grab” the card.
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Step 9)

Replace the lid of the mesh node. Be sure the groves of the lid fit appropriately into the “H-shaped” crosssectioned gasket (Fig…) before tightening the lid bolts
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Fig.15
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O-ring

RJ45 connector
enclosure

Hits corner
edge of inside
of enclosure, oring does not
get squeezed

A “square” oring/gasket of the
right dims would
solve this as
illustrated. Needed
dimensions are on
next page.

0.08 - 0.10 in.
0.10 - 0.18 in.
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the O.D. of
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Boot assembly must be slid
onto CAT5 cable before RJ45
connector is crimped on.

After RJ45 connector is
crimped, slide boot assembly
over the connector such that the
connector clip is tucked into
boot assembly

After boot assembly is in place over RJ45 connector, twist part “H” until rubber gasket (part “G”)
is compressed against CAT5 cable.
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The threads on the RJ45 port on the mesh node are relatively close together. Make sure the boot
assembly is screwed on completely straight with no cross-treading. If connected correctly, there
should be no gap between the boot and the connector on the mesh node.

GOOD

NO GAP BETWEEN BOOT AND
CONNECTOR ON MESH NODE.
CONNECTION IS WATERTIGHT.

BAD

CONNECTOR IS CROSS-THREADED
AND ATTACHED AT A SLANT.
WATERTIGHT CONNECTION IS NOT
ESTABLISHED.
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